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3.1 Introduction 

In 1982, Chile reorganized its electricity markets, followed by 
England and Norway in the 1990s (Hogan, 2002), which speeded 
up the liberalization politics around the world and also led to funda
mental changes to the Turkish markets. Turkish electricity m�rkets 
have, recently, evolved into a complex competitive business environ
ment with an ever-increasing role of the private sector in production, 
consumption, and retailing of electricity. Nevertheless, electricity is 
a unique commodity due to its nonstorability, and hence the demand 
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and supply of electricity have to be kept in balance in real time, 
implying a need for a central regulator. In Turkey, Turkish Electricity 
Transmission Company (TEiA�) manages the physical and finan
cial trade of electricity through the Center for Market Financial 
Settlement (PMUM) and the Directorate of National Load Dispatch 
(MYTM). 

In European electricity markets, power ex changes organize an auc
tion for the determination of the day-ahead market (DAM) prices. 
These prices established in the DAM are usually accepted as reference 
prices and affect other electricity markets such as intraday, futures, and 
forward markets. In the DAM, buyers and sellers submit their bids/ 
offers for each hour of the nex t day, and the prices are determined to 
balance supply and demand. DAM price optimization requires solv
ing a combinatorial problem that takes the complex bids of market 
players and system constraints into account. This problem has to be 
solved every day within a short amount of time by max imizing the 
social benefit of the country. 

Before giving more details on the DAM, we will ex plain the 
alternative electricity market designs to portray the big picture. 
Then, we provide the information about the historical development 
of Turkish electricity markets. Later on, we present the general sta
tistics about the current positions of these markets in Turkish elec
tricity production. 

3.1.1 Electricity Market Designs 

A typical power system can be divided into four layers: genera
tion, transmission, distribution, and trading (retail and wholesale). 
Generation and trading layers deal with electricity as a commodity, 
whereas transmission and distribution layers focus on providing elec
tricity services. Electricity markets are designed through the following 
three main stages (Boisseleau, 2004 ; Camadan, 2009). 

The first stage organizes electricity industry as a whole. In this 
stage, the policy makers decide on the degree of vertical unbun
dling, that is, the separation of the market functions traditionally 
provided by a single utility into functionally independent parts 
(Sevaioglu, 2013). Hunt (2002) classifies vertical unbundling in 
four categories: 



• Vertically bundled monopoly: One company does all the genera
tion, transmission, distribution, and trading activities. Before 
the liberalization of the sector, this was the main model used 
almost in every country. 

• Single-buyer model: In this model, multiple generation compa
nies sell to a single buyer who is also responsible for the trans
mission, distribution, wholesaling, and retailing activities. 

• Competition on wholesaling level: This market structure allows 
the generation companies to sell their electricity through 
multiple wholesale companies. These wholesalers then sell the 
electricity to the final consumers. 

• Competition on retailing level: In this case, even the final con
sumers have the freedom to choose their electricity provid
ers at the retail level. This level is the highest degree in the 
unbundling process. 

Ihe second stage of the market design is related to the organization 
)f the wholesale markets. It describes the functionality of the mar
cets. Maria (2010) provides advantages and disadvantages of various 
111holesale market designs as well as their pricing regimes. There are 
:hree models considered in this stage: 

• Bilateral agreement model: Under the absence of a well-defined 
market organization, the companies make bilateral trade 
agreements with each other. Since there is no transparency 
regarding the market prices, this is an inefficient system for 
all parties. 

• Organized market model: 
• Pool model: The entire electricity trading is transacted via 

a pooling system. The supply side bids are active in the 
pool, while the demand side is estimated. The model has 
an engineering perspective and contains many technical 
constraints of the supply side. This model is widely used in 
the United States. 

• Exchange model: The participation is not mandatory in 
this system. Both demand and supply sides are active and 
could place bids to the market. The model takes an eco
nomical perspective and does not contain any technical 
constraints. This model is widely used in Europe. 
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• Mixed model: Most of the countries combine the bilateral 
agreement and the organized market models. Bilateral agree
ments are mostly used for longer-term agreements, and orga
nized markets are used for handling spot market transactions 
as well as to cover short-term fluctuations in the supply and 
demand of electricity. 

The last stage of the market design is concerned with the finan
cial rules that determine the operations of the market. These rules 
regulate the contracting intervals, auction types, and pricing 
mechanisms: 

• Contracting intervals: 
• Financial futures and derivatives: Futures and options to 

buy and sell electricity are available in most of the devel
oped electricity markets. These derivatives are functional 
only if they are connected to the physical delivery of elec
tricity (Korkulu, 2008). 

• Spot market: 
- DAM: Electricity prices of the nex t day are determined 

in an hourly basis, 1 day ahead of delivery. These prices 
are obtained by solving a combinatorial optimization 
problem. This market provides reference prices to the 
other markets. 

- Day-in-market: Some of the countries allow to con
tinue trading after the closure of the DAM until a few 
hours before the physical delivery of the electricity. 
This market enables the participants to revise their 
positions even after the closure of the DAM. 

- Balancing market (BM): This is a real-time market to 
balance the load on the electricity network. 

• Auction types: 
• One-sided auctions: One-sided auctions accept price bids 

only from the supplier side. This is usually preferred in 
pool models. 

• Two-sided auctions: Two-sided auctions accept bids from 
both demand and supply sides. This is usually preferred in 
ex change models. 



• Pricing mechanism: 
• Market clearing price model: This model obtains a clearing 

price by intersecting the aggregate supply and demand 
curves. Regardless of the bid prices, all transactions are 
carried with the same market clearing price. 

• Pay-as-bid model: This model determines the accepted bids 
by intersecting the aggregate supply and demand curves. 
Then, the suppliers whose bids are accepted receive the 
price that they ask for their bids. Although the system 
looks like resulting in lower electricity prices, it causes 
price inflation since the bidders try to estimate the market 
price under asymmetric information. 

• Vickrey model: In this model, the players of the accepted 
bids receive the price of the highest bid among the rejected 
ones. This model is not applicable to two-sided auctions. 

)verall, the success of these markets depends on several factors such 
LS transparency, monopoly tightness, participant ex periences, and the 
:onnection level of each market with physical system. 

U.2 History of Turkish Electricity Markets 

llie development of Turkish electricity markets started with the first 
:lectricity plant built in Istanbul in 1913. Although the foreign invest
nents were the main driving force for the establishment of electricity 
,lants during these early years, later government policies resulted in 
he nationalization of the plants in the 1930s. The Ministry of Energy 
nd Natural Resources and Turkish Electricity Authority (TEK) 
v-ere established in 1963 and 1970, respectively. TEK was formed as a 
ertically integrated monopoly and controlled all the electricity layers. 
With the liberalization policies in the 1980s and 1990s, the private 

ector gained the rights of building and operating generation plants 
Arslan, 2008). The first build-operate-transfer (BOT ) plant was 
uilt in 1996. Meanwhile, TEK is reorganized into two separate com
anies: Turkish Electricity Generation and Transmission Company 
TEA�) responsible for generation, transmission, and wholesaling, 
nd Turkish Electricity Distribution Company (TEDA�) respon
lhle for distribution and retailing under the vertical unbundling 
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principles in 1994 . Later, TEA$ is divided into three companies: 
Electricity Generation Company (EDA$) responsible for generation, 
Turkish Electricity Transmission Company (TEiA$) responsible 
for transmission, and Turkish Electricity Trading and Contracting 
Company (TETA$) responsible for trading in 2001. On the same 
year, Energy Market Regulatory Authority (EMRA) is established. 

After 2001, TEiA$ acts as both the system operator (of the phy3i
cal network) and the market operator (for managing financial settle
ment of the contracts). The restructuring and liberalization of the 
Turkish market have started in 2003 and gone through four stages 
until 2014 (Erten, 2006; Erdogdu, 2007; Sitti, 2010): 

• Pre-market age (March 2003-August 2006): During this 
period, there was no organized market for electricity transac
tions. System operator TEiA$ manages the electricity grid 
through EUA$ by balancing the supply and demand of elec
tricity in real time. Imbalance costs were charged to the par
ticipants. After the nationwide blackouts in July of 2006, the 
market quickly moved to triple pricing age. 

• Triple pricing age (August 2006-December 2009): In this 
period, a day was divided into three intervals: daytime, 
night, and peak hours. This system failed to establish ref
erence prices in the market and caused the participants to 
heavily use the BM. 

• Day-ahead planning (December 2009-2011): This new market 
structure introduced day-ahead hourly prices to trade elec
tricity. In this system, one-sided auctions are held and only 
the supplier side is allowed to place bids to the market. 

• DAM (December 2011-now): Finally, a double-sided blind 
auction is introduced to the market in which both the supply 
and demand sides are allowed to place bids for the determina
tion of the day-ahead prices (PMUM, 2012). 

On March 14 , 2013, the final Electricity Market Law (EMRA, 2013) 
became active and introduced a new independent company, Energy 
Markets Management Company (EPiA$). The new law resulted in 
TEiA$ transferring its market operating responsibilities to this new 
company. EPiA$ will become the market operator in the future with 
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a higher stake hold by the private sector. This will organize the market 
operator as a private entity and function as an independent ex change. 
In addition, day-in-market design was completed at the end of 2013 
and ready to use. However, neither EPiA� nor the day-in-market is 
active as of now, May 2014 . 

3.1.3 Turkish Electricity Production 

Turkish electricity production is evolving rapidly and private sector's 
share is steadily increasing. Figure 3.1 shows the percentage volume 
of bilateral transactions in the market between December 2011 and 

January 2014 . The share of public contracts declined from 83% to 72%, 
while the share of private sector increased by 11 % (from 17% to 28%). 

Similarly, the role of free consumers who could buy their electric
ity directly from wholesale companies is increasing. Figure 3.2 shows 
that their relative size increased from 6% to 33% within 4 years. 

Finally, Figure 3.3 provides the DAM, BM, and imbalance order 
(IO) shares against the total market volume. DAM increased its share 
from 17% to 34 % within 4 years. On the other hand, BM looks steady 
between 2% and 5%, whereas 10 is slightly decreasing from 9% to 7% 
(ranging between 6% and 11 %). As the market gets more mature, we 
hope to see further declines in IOs. 

All the information given in this section is public and could be 
obtained from PMUM (2014 ). 
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Figure 3.1 Bilateral contract volumes for public and private sectors. 
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Figure 3.3 DAM, BM, and 10 ratios. 
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Today, power ex changes in European electricity markets organize 
an auction every day to determine the electricity prices for the deliv
ery of electricity the nex t day. Most of the auctions are two sided and 
the ex changes prefer market clearing mechanism as the pricing policy. 
In these auctions, orders are either accepted or rejected but no side 
payment is allowed (i.e., linear price regimes). The resulting auction is 
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a combinatorial optimization problem and is hard to solve (Bichpuriya 
and Soman, 2010). 

In Europe, there are independent power ex changes that are 
responsible for :financial markets, and these ex changes run the 
markets under the physical network constraints. Although tra
ditionally each power ex change controls its own territory, current 
trend focuses on the market splitting and market coupling. If an 
ex change generates several local zones due to national boundar
ies or transmission constraints, it is called market splitting so that 
each zone may lead to different clearing prices. For instance, the 
European Power Ex change (EPEX) divides its network into three 
zones (France, Germany/Austria, and Switzerland) so that differ
ent prices could appear in different zones after this market splitting 
procedure. On the other hand, if several ex change companies act 
together to increase the efficiency of their system, this is called mar
ket coupling. For instance, Nord Pool Spot (NPS) region (Denmark, 
Estonia, Finland, Lithuania, Norway, and Sweden) uses SESAM 
coupling system for their markets, whereas Central West European 
(CWE) region (Belgium, France, Germany, Lux embourg, and the 
Netherlands) prefers COSMOS coupling system. Moreover, the 
European Market Coupling Company (EMCC) couples the NPS 
and the CWE regions. Market coupling considers cross border 
market coupling bids and allows two or more independent power 
ex changes to manage the cross border power flow between separate 
price areas. The reason behind this policy is operating the electricity 
grid systems more efficiently (Serralles, 2006). This trade may hap
pen either through participating and competing in another zone or 
merging multiple zones into one complex zone (EMCC, 2014 ). 

In Turkey, PMUM (:financial settlement departmentunderTEiA�) 
controls the :financial market and settlements. However, it is planned 
to transfer these rights to EPiA� (independent ex change company) in 
2014 . Turkish electricity market currently has a single zone, but mar
ket splitting is scheduled for 2015. Although the Turkish transmis
sion system is physically connected to the European network, there is 
no planned market coupling in the near future. 

In the DAMs, buyers and sellers of electricity place bids (orders) 
to trade electricity in the following day. Since the buyers and sellers 
of electricity have special physical requirements for the production 
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and consumption of electricity, their bids in the market reflect these 
requirements in the DAM. In the following sections, we further 
explain these bid types and market organization. 

3.2.1 Bid Types and Market Organization 

In the DAMs, there are three major order types active in most of the 
European countries: single (hourly) orders, block orders, and flexible 
orders. 

Single orders: Single orders are the buy or sell bids of the partici
pants that are effective only for one time period. The partici
pants submit a set of order price and energy volume for the 
related time period. Either a stepwise function or interpola
tion is used to determine accepted volume that corresponds to 
the clearing price of related period. 

Block orders: Block orders are active for several consecutive time 
periods (at least 4 h in the Turkish market). Volume and price 
are constant during these time periods. These orders are either 
accepted or rejected fully, that is, they are not interpolated. 

Flexible orders: Flexible orders only have a price-quantity tag and 
do not provide time period information. Flexible orders are 
only defined for the supply side, and they are valid for every 
time period. However, it could be accepted for only one period. 

There are also other order types that are not active in any exchange 
but are already defined in the day-ahead literature (APX, 2014 ). For 
instance, profile block orders allow submitting different volumes for each 
hour. This order type is designed particularly for generation units with 
ramp-up limits. Partial block orders allow partial acceptance such as 
accept or reject minimum x%, with x defined by the participant. This 
product is useful for the generation units with technical minimal lim
its. Flexible buy orders are defined for the demand side of the market. 
They are designed for participants who have flexibility to change their 
consumption hour. 

3.2.2 Practice and Research on DAM Price Optimization 

Given the bids of the market participants, the system operator cre
ates a demand curve and a supply curve and tries to match the supply 
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orders with demand orders while minimizing the price (or max imiz
ing social welfare) for the nex t 24 h. Research on day-ahead price 
optimization is relatively new, and there is little academic work on 
this topic. In the following, we first summarize the academic work on 
this topic followed by the commercial products used in practice. 

3.2.2.1 Academic Research on DAM Optimization The first paper on 
this topic is published by Meeus et al. (2009). In this paper, authors 
provide a rigorous MIP formulation of the problem to max imize 
social welfare, which is defined as the sum of consumer and producer 
surpluses. The authors also ex plore the impact of block orders on the 
complex ity of the problem and report how the solution time changes 
with the density of block orders. 

Martin et al. (2014 ) ex tend Meeus et al. (2009) by (1) allowing 
for interpolation of price and quantity bids and (2) considering mul
tiple pricing regions with transmission capacity limits among them. 
This leads to a more complex MINLP formulation for the day-ahead 
price optimization. They decompose the model into a mix ed integer 
quadratic master program and a linear pricing subproblem. They also 
use real data from CWE market. Their method solves the problem to 
optimality for 60% of the problem instances tested. 

Derinkuyu (2014a) introduces an innovative approach to the prob
lem by minimizing prices while representing social welfare in the 
constraint set. His approach also results in an MIP, which is consid
erably simpler than Martin et al. (2014). Derinkuyu (2014a) showed 
that problem size reduction techniques can be effective. He suggests 
aggregation of single orders and variable elimination. In this approach, 
single orders are combined to construct one aggregated single order 
for each time period. The goal behind the aggregation process is to 
eliminate repeated prices. Since single orders usually contain same 
prices, there could be more than one binary variable that represents 
the same price in the same time period. The aggregation process elim
inates those unnecessary repetitions and reduces the problem size. 
Aggregation reduces the problem size (nonzeros in the coefficient 
matrix ) approx imately by 60% for the real problem instances. 

3.2.2.2 Commercial Products on DAM Optimization The main challenge 
with the DAM price optimization is the need to solve this problem in 
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a short amount of time. The power exchanges have only 1 h to solve 
the problem and publicize the market clearing prices. In many power 
exchanges, the solution algorithm is limited with 15 min to be able to 
check the correctness of the solution during the leftover time. On the 
other hand, these problems are hard to solve, and there is no algorithm 
that can guarantee to find optimal solution within 15 min. 

In practice, there are four commercial products used to determine 
DAM prices: SAPRI, SESAM, COSMOS, and TurkGOPT (under 
development). The United Kingdom and some African countries use 
SAPRI, whereas NordPool countries use SESAM algorithm. CWE 
region designed COSMOS algorithm, and Turkey is currently devel
oping its own algorithm called TurkGOPT. Although each algo
rithm's objective is to determine day-ahead electricity prices, they may 
differ in their solution methods as well as flexibility to handle the 
ever-changing needs of the market participants. 

SAPRI is a classical neighborhood search heuristic. SAPRI 
first finds the equilibrium price considering only single orders in a 
straightforward manner. Following, it includes all the block orders 
and initiates an iterative process. The process first tries to exclude the 
block orders one by one until all block orders satisfy the block order 
condition. This process described earlier results in a feasible solution. 
Starting with this feasible solution, the algorithm tries to include 
some of the excluded block orders one by one to improve solution 
quality (N2EX, 2013). 

SESAM is currently used by the NordPool market. Its develop
ment has started in 2004 and it has replaced SAPRI in NordPool as 
of 2007 (NASDAQOMX, 2014 ). The major difference of SESAM 
from SAPRI is its focus on social welfare. In particular, SESAM 
clearly defines the objective function of the optimization prob
lem as maximizing the social welfare of the market participants 
(NORDPOOLSPOT, 2014 a) and provides a mathematical program. 
Nevertheless, SESAM also uses a heuristic approach in handling the 
block orders, and overall SESAM may provide a feasible but not nec
essarily an optimal solution (NORDPOOLSPOT, 2014 b). 

COSMOS has developed during the early 2010s and is currently 
in use in CWE market. COSMOS is a highly functional algorithm 
for price determination in the DAM. It can handle basic type of 
orders as well as profile block orders, volume flexible block orders, 
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and ex clusive block orders (EPEXSPOT, 2010). In addition, the 
documentation of COSMOS (EPEXSPOT, 2010) provides a clear 
mathematical description of the optimization problem as well as the 
solution method employed to solve it. COSMOS solves a quadratic 
mix ed integer program using a branch and bound approach. 

TurkGOPT is being developed by TEiA� in collaboration with 
Tu rkish universities (Derinkuyu and Tanrisever, 2013). TurkGOPT 
aims to provide a flex ible framework that can handle both social 
welfare max imization and price minimization as possible objective 
functions (Derinkuyu, 2014 b). TurkGOPT uses variable elimination 
and aggregation techniques to reduce the problem size. In addition, 
to handle multiple pricing regions, it suggests the Lagrangian relax 
ation. Currently, TurkGOPT is designed to handle single, block, and 
flex ible orders, and the algorithm is being improved to include profile 
blocks, volume flex ible blocks, and ex clusive block orders as well as 
buy type of flex ible orders. 

3.3 Future Trends and Open Problems 

As the liberalization process continues, there are many reforms that 
will be implemented to the Turkish electricity markets (EUD, 2012, 
2013). In the future, four types of ex pansion are ex pected: 

• Market expansion: Currently, only the DAM is operational in 
Turkey. However, in the near future, day-in-market and the 
physically connected financial markets for trading financial 
derivatives such as futures and options will become online. 

• Geographical expansion: Market splitting and market cou
pling are also considered for the Turkish market. Electricity 
generation and consumption are geographically dispersed in 
Turkey, and hence generated electricity needs to be transmit
ted to the consumption regions over long distances. Therefore, 
the capacity of the transmission lines is of great importance. 
Market splitting will help to manage this capacity allocation 
and pricing problem. Similarly, there are neighboring coun
tries that want to sell or buy electricity to/fr om Turkey. To 
manage the electricity network efficiently, there are many 
opportunities for market coupling. 
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